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July 7,2015

Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council

City of Long Beach
333 W. Ocean Boulevard, 14thFloor

Long Beach, CA 90802

Subject: ITEM NO. 17 RE: JETBLUE'S REQUESTFOR A U.S. CUSTOMS FACILITY
AT LONG BEACH AIRPORT

Dear Mayor Garcia and Members of the City Council:

With regard to this item, I am requesting that my comments be included as part of the official
record at tonight's City Council Meeting.

As a resident here in the City of Long Beach, I have numerous concerns regarding the

development of aU. S. Customs Facility at Long Beach Airport to serve international flights
offered by JetBlue.

At this time, staff is requesting direction from the City Council concerning the performance of a

feasibility study; however, nowhere in the agenda item does it mention that a feasibility study

was previously performed by Frasca & Associates, llC, on October 18, 2013 (less than two years

ago). It did not produce favorable results and for transparency purposes, the study should be

referenced on the agenda item and included as an exhibit; as part of the official public record.

It's a very recent study, so I'm having difficulty understanding why the Mayor and City Council

are being asked to consider another feasibility study regarding the same issue?

The study conducted by Frasca & Associates, llC, dated October 18, 2013 revealed that the
Airport had $117.490 million of outstanding bonds, in comparison to $8.3 million of

outstanding long-term debt in 2009; therefore, the Airport communicated to bond rating

agencies its intent to issue no further debt for the foreseeable future. The total estimated

project cost to develop the Customs facility at that time was between $9,370,000 to

$15,940,000 (which did not include operations & maintenance, utilities and other expenses). If

the City is being asked to increase its outstanding debt to pay for these costs, I don't support
the project or a new feasibility study.
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The study also revealed the likelihood that by offering international flights, JetBlue would be

required to reduce domestic flights; therefore, a review of the Airport's funding capacity,

financial feasibility and risks associated with the project, determined that the Airport should

require: 1) a significant capital funding commitment from JetBlue using its reserves for the

project; 2) a commitment from JetBlue to pay all of the O&M expenses for the Customs facility;

and 3) a reserved right to allow other carriers to use the Customs facility in a fair manner (with

reasonable fees charged to offset JetBlue's funding and O&M obligations). If JetBlue has not

committed to these terms, the City should not proceed any further on this matter.

Lastly, I strongly support protecting the integrity of the City's existing noise ordinance and also

have concerns regarding the City's exposure to international threats that could result if

international flights are offered out of Long Beach Airport. In light of all of these issues, I do not

support a new feasibility study or the development of a U. S. Customs Facility at Long Beach
Airport.

Sincerely,

~~ik?
Kelly Lindberg

Long Beach Resident

kljo!airport

Attachment: 1) Feasibility Study Conducted by Frasca & Associates, LLCon 10/18/13
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Mario Rodriguez
Ken Cushine
Potential Development of FIS Facilities for JetSlue at LGB
October 18, 2013
C. Carlton-Lowe, C. Lewis, J. Sedlak

Overview:

As requested, Frasca & Associates has worked with Airport staff to evaluate the
financial feasibility of and funding options for developIng potential Federal
Inspection Service facilities (FrS) at Long Beach Airport to accommodate
international flights by JetS/ue.

Based upon our review. the proposed FIS project could be financially feasible,
depending upon JetSlue's strategic plans and willingness to participate in the
funding of the project, but entaJls risks for the Airport:

" Under the Airport's slot regulations, all of the current 41 air carrier slots are
allocated (including 32 for JetSfue). While FrS facilities could encourage
JetS/ue to reverse its recent reduced utilization of slots, the amount of
potential incremental passenger activity (compared to activity that would
replace historic domestic capacity) appears to be limited.

• The Airport has successfully developed a new parking garage and terminal
to enhance operations and customer service. These Investments required a
sizable increase in the Airport's debt burden and commitment of the
Airport's PFC revenues. As such, the Airport funding capacity for major new
projects not in the current capital plan ls limited.

e The proposed FIS could be viewed more akin to an "airline special facility"
project rather than a general airport improvement in that that demand for the
FIS appears to be a function of JetSlue's current strategic plans which may
or may not be consistent with the needs of other airlines in the event
JetS/ue's plans were to change at some point.

While additional information from JetB/ue on its International plans and slot
utilization strategies would be useful to further refine out analyses, it appears that
the Houston Hobby model (where Southwest, the leading carrier at HOU, agreed to
fund, with its cash, the development of international facilities in exchange for
preferential rights to use these facilities) might be the appropriate model for Long
Beach to advance if JetSlue remains interested in FIS facilities.



Projected FIS Facility Regulrements:

Airport staff requested Jacobus & Yuang. Inc. to develop a Budgetary OpinIon of
Probable Cost for the potential FIS and related facilities. Based upon a 31,100 s.f.
facility, the cap/tal cost estimate totals $15.940 million and Is listed below as the
IIBase Scenario".

Additionally, JetB/ue provided a construction cost estimate of $6.33 million based
upon a modular design. With design and other soft costs (based upon the CHy's
historical cost allowances), the total project cost for this scenario of $9.37 million
and is listed below as the "Low Scenario".
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Additionally. operating expenses were estimated for the potential FIS facility.
Based upon actual expenses for the AIrport's TSA Security Checkpoint, custodial
expenses were estimated to be $19.76 psf. Utilities and other expenses were
assumed to total $7.50 psf, UsIng these estimates, annual FIS Facfllty O&M
expenses were projected to be $850,000.

JetE/ue Slot Utilization and Potential FIS Traffic:

Unlike most commerclal service airports, traffic levels at Long Beach are a function
not only of local demographics, air service area charaoterisUcs, competing
facilities, and the mix If flIghts offered and airline fare levels, but also, the local slot
limitations in place at LGB. Currently, all of the Airport's 41 air carrier slots are
allocated, with 32 allocated to JetSlue and the remaining 9 to other carriers.

Based upon the Airport's slot structure, since FY2004, annual enplaned
passengers at LGB have been very stable at approximately 1.5 million.

In FY2012, LG8's enplanements increased to a historic high of 1.64 mill/on.
However, enplanements for FY2013 are forecasted to fall approximately 10% to
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1.48 million. The primary cause of this decline Is the lower utilization of slots by
JetSlue, as shown below:
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JetBlue Utilization of lGB Slots

Note: July, August, and September 2013 (eve/s are estimated by the Airport

..Given the slot regime at LGB, the development of FIS facilities at the Airport would
generate. at most, a limited amount of incremental passenger traffic, Rather,
significant international activity would likely require some reduction in domestic
activity. As shown in Tables 2A and 2S (see the attached "Financial Feasibility
Study"). we reviewed JetBlue's recent slot utilization to determine a reasonable
estimate of International activity if JetSlue were to increase its slot utilization. In
Table 2A, we assumed JetB/ue would schedule an average of 3.1ntematlonal flights
per day throughout the year from LGB. In Table 2B, we assumed JetB/ue's future
slot utllization for domestic flights was the average of its FY2012 and FY2013
levels and that 60% of the remaining unutlllzed slots were used for international
activity. Based upon these approaches. we estimated that JetSlue could generate
approximately 150,000 annual International enplanements 1, Note that this level of
international activity could require domestic activity cuts, particularly in the peak
traffic months of June, July and August, as shown in Table 2A, where there would
be insufficient unutillzed slots to support the international flights.

Financial Requirements for Potential FIS:

As summarized in the attached Tables 1 (Base Scenario) and 2 (Low Scenario),
the projected cost per international enplanement for the potential FIS Is estimated
to be approximately $5 (Low Scenario) to $11 (Base Scenario). This amount does
not include landing fees and other existing Airport charges. This projection Is
based upon the estimated capital and C&M costs as well as:

• Amortization of the capital costs over 15 years at an assumed 6,0% rate

1 These analyses can be refined with input from jetBlue on Its potential international flight
forecasts and slot ulillzalion plans.
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III Annual international enplanements of 150,000

G For purposes of projecting incremental non-alrllne revenues (parking, rental
car and termInal concessions), we assumed 100,000 of the enplanements
would be Incremental to domestic traffic levels (l.e., the balance would
replace existing domestic activity in peak months)

" Airport contribution of $3 million of PFC funding to the proposed FIS project
(see below for a discussion of PFC funding capacity)

Based on these assumptions, we estimate that the Incremental non-airline
revenues could be sufficient to offset the operating costs of the FIS facility if the
forecast of international enplanements is met.

While FIS charges vary between airports, a $11 average cost In the Base Scenario
for LGB facilities would be lower than charges at West Coast gateway airports
such as LAX and SFO, but higher than similar charges at other airports such as
SAN. The Low Scenario estimate of $5 cost per enp/anement for the FIS facility
would be very competitive.

Funding Approaches for the Potential FIS;

LGB recentry completed the very successful development of a new passenger
terminal and parking garage. These investments have significantly enhanced
customer service and operations at the Airport (as well as addressing the
operational and financial risks associated with the prior lease for remote parking
capacity). Moody's and Fitch have recognized the credit strengths of the Airport by
assigning A2 and A- ratings, respectively, to LGB's outstanding Series 2009 and
Series 2010 General Airport Revenue Bonds.

The Airport now has $117.490 million of outstanding bonds, equivalent to $73 per
enp/anement (net of the debt service reserve funds). This compared to $8.3 million
of outstanding long-term debt in 2009 (based upon the outstanding 1993 COPs),
equivalent to $5 per enp/anement.

As part of its strategic financial plan, the Airport has communicated to the rating
agencies Its Intent to issue no further debt for the foreseeable future. Consistent
with this plan, the City has terminated the Airport's prior commercial paper
program, which had provided interim funding for capital projects. The Airport's on-
going Capital Plan focuses primarily on:

III Maintaining airfield and other Infrastructure; and,

• The multi-year Passenger Experience Program (PEP) consisting of
renovations and lrnprovemsnts to eXfsting terminal and parking facilitles,
roadway enhancements and rental car facility improvements .
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These projects are expected to be funded on a "PAYGO" basis using grants,
Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs, net of the PFCs pledged for the Series 2010
Bond debt service); Customer Facility Charges and Airport cash. Based upon the
current Airport capital needs and commitments, no Airport fundrng capacity is
readily available for a major new addition to the Capital Plan, such as the proposed
FIS. '

PFCs are largely committed for the next several years. Based upon current traffic
levels, the Airport collects about $6.4 million of PFCs each year. Approximately
$3.6 million of these PFCs are pledged each year to pay debt service on the Series
2010 Bonds through 2040. The balance, about $2.8 million per year, is available
for PAYGO projects. The Airport has certain ongoing projects approved for PFC
funding from prior applications that are expected to be funded and completed over
the few years. Also. the Airport is advancing a new PFC application to seek PFC
funding for further planned projects, Including airfield projects (using PFC funds to
provide the local share to antiCipated AlP grants), roadway and terminal
infrastructure Improvements and passenger experience projects. Based upon the
projected PFC col/ections and schedule for the PFC·funded projects in the current
capital plan. we have identified UP. to $3 million of PFC funding caeac/ty that
could be available in FY15-FY16 for other eligible projects such as the proposed
new FIS facility. Any further commitment of PFCs for the proposed FIS would
require the Airport to re-proprarn PFCs from the currently planned Improvements.
resulting in either (i) increased airline rates and charges to fund the planned airfield
and Infrastructure investments or (ii) the deferral of some of these other projects.

Also, .the proposed FIS has features of an "airline special facility" project since the
demand for the FIS primarily appears to be a function of JetBlue's current strategic
plans. If JetBlue's plans were to change at some point in the future, it is unclear
whether other airlines would be interested in international flights from LGB.

Houston Hobby FrS & Intern,align'.!'Ga,tes:
In 2012. Southwest Airline Petitioned the Houston Airport System (HAS). ,~he
operator of Houston Hobby and Houston Intercontinentaf Airports, to develop, FIS
capacity at Hobby. As part of-an extension to Its airport lease agreement in 2013,
Southwest agreed fund a new 5..gate international concourse and FIS fa'clilty,
estimated to cost $156 million. No HAS funds will be invested, other than the costs
assoctated with concession facilities (HAS relalns concession revenues under the
lease). Southwest will havepreferentlal rights to 4 of the 5 new gates .: Any other
airline user of the international facilfty ~il pay a reasonable fee based upon, the
allocated O&M costs of the terminal and a reimbursement to Southwes1' of Its
amortization costs.
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Recommendation:

If the Airport determines that advancing the development of the proposed FIS is
desirable, despite the likely re-allocatlon of jetSlue capacity which would appear to
require further cuts in its domestic activity at LGS, we believe that the Houston
Hobby model would be the most appropriate approach. While additional
information from JetSlue on Its international plans and slot utilization strategies
would be useful to further refine out analyses, our review of the Airport's funding
capacity and the financial feasibility and risks associated with the FIS project
indicate that the Airport should require:

1) a significant capital funding commitment from JetSlue using its reserves for
the project;

2) a commitment from jetSlue to pay all of the O&M expenses for the FIS
facl/ity; and

3) a reserved right to allow other carriers to use the FIS in a fair manner (with
reasonable fees charged to offset JetS/ue's funding and O&M obligations).
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